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Beware of Chicken Little... not the Courtroom!Beware of Chicken Little... not the Courtroom!

More P-Con Toothless Legal Threats... sometime in the future!

Poison Conspiracy (P-Con) Tossed out of Allahabad Court!

“This evidence is being dealt with by legal authorities as we speak.  Poisoners beware!” 

“Poisoners Beware.  How does it feel to have a price on your head?  
We are coming for you so start sweating.”    “Coming soon… Also a -  2017 ROPP 1:17 

civil legal action against the GBC individually and collectively is inevitable in 
light of their criminal operations and illegitimate plundering of innocent souls' 
rights and heritage as given by Srila Prabhupada.” – SPTD 713

Despite all the legal hyperbole: Nico offers a $50,000 reward...

After 20 years, Nico has not succeeded in bribing even one lawyer to plead his 
fantasy case because a competent attorney does not want to get laughed out of the 
                      court room.  Knowing this Nico retreats from his own bluff, and 
                                                                         takes on the dastardly role of the sly
                                                                               fox in the tale of Chicken Little.                                                    

(2) No.  TKG was the defendant until he passed away in 2003. Then Bhatki Charu until 
     he departed in 2020.  Now it’s ISKCON corporation. It changes at whim because 
     the P-Con can’t begin to say how the alleged crime was committed.  But that 
     is beside the point, it is not about a crime, it is about emotional revenge!  
(3) The emotionally wounded will find the contrived P-Con allegations
      comforting but a junior law student can understand it is all hogwash. 
(4) The overwhelming majority of the public rejects the malicious P-Con
                            as a witch hunt contrived by individuals incapable of 
                                understanding how to behave like a Vaishnava.

QUESTION:   Why are the people behind the P-Con so disturbed about the comparisons to Chicken Little if there are no comparisons?  If 
those alleging the P-Con are so honorable, why have they been so quick to flood the public with controversial propaganda that has never 
been properly cross examined?  If P-Con evidence is so good why do they introduce issues that have nothing to do with a plot for murder?

       If the P-Con is a serious allegation, why has the accused defendant changed three times since it was first unleashed on the public? 

#1 Use of flattery to convince insignificant  people they are born leaders.
“Forensic toxicologists have conrmed that the level of cadmium found in Srila 

Prabhupada's hair constitutes clear indication of deliberate poisoning.”  -SPTD 14   

Important 
Lessons 
      from 
    Chicken
      Little

P-Con propaganda relies on misleading sensational headlines like this one.  No professional
 would dare make such a presumptious claim without first having additional tests done from 

several other independent labs, but poorly educated wounded souls blindly accept it! 

Here a very wide net is used to attract as many ISKCON-Bashers as possible.  It is
an emotional rally call for the uninformed and vengeful to join the controversial 
P-Con fraud, but none of these issues are relevant to proving a murder occurred. 

#2 To influence the masses, aim first for the least intelligent.
“Consider the …abuse of gurukulis, unnecessary book changes, corporate bureaucracy,  apasiddhanta   
        guru/initiation system, hiding of DOM revealed in  1990's, failure to establish Varnashrama 
        Dharma, and the GBC as absolute authorities.” -SPTD p659 

#3 If you tell them a lie don't tell a little one, tell a big one.
         The research reported in both the movie and book version of  give DECEPTION
    numerous examples of how the (Non)“Truth Committee” deliberately misleads the
 gullible reader with clear examples of fabricated statements used to prop up the P-Con. 

Externally the P-Con postures as a plea for justice, but that ploy is exposed by their  
     reticence for a fair trial.  Instead, the language, diematic posturing, legal boasting, 
     and extensive reliance on pseudo-science confirms that the real agenda of the P-Con 
                               is to undermine leadership credibility in ISKCON.   For some, ANY
                              conflict with the GBC is all they need to join to the lynch mob  
                              conclusion that a murder has been committed!  The real agenda is to
                              attract the reasoning impaired and uninformed in the vengeful 
                              agenda of disrupting ISKCON and Lord Caitanya’s movement for 
                              no other reason than their own vindictive purposes.

           …we should 
  pursue all deserved 
   consequences… in the 
      court of public 
           opinion.

  “We 
  are not
after court 
convictions…”
              

-KGBG p520

Are not ALL the disciples of 
Bhaktivedanta Swami entitled to 

the same legal protection that every 
citizen in America is promised?

Prabhupada Was Poisoned!
      Although written as a child's tale, the 
  story of Chicken Little reveals how a clever 
          fox, with a selfish (sinister) agenda, can 
 effectively destroy a whole henhouse (community). 

     The strategy begins by planting foolish ideas in the minds 
of the poorly educated gullible public.  Chicken Little then 
convinces the proletariat that their leaders cannot protect them 
and their fears are real.   The whole community then marches in  
solidarity right out of the safety of their hen house which 
is just what the hungry fox was depending on for dinner!

                                                                                        ”In this exercise, this book is the 
                                                                               prosecutor,  Tamal Krishna Goswami  is 

(1)

                                                                         the defendant,  the evidence presented herein 
(2)

will speak for itself, and the judge and jury is the reader or the public opinion.
(3) (4)”

-KGBG p774

#4 Use propaganda to undermine the faith of masses in their leaders.

 -ROPP O:55 
...

New P-Con Strategy!

  In November of 2004 someone wasted a lot of laxmi to request the Allahabad high court to: 
”...investigat(e) into the suspicious and mysterious death of HDG-ACBSP.” This historic event was bellowed far 
and wide but it all ended with a grand thud heard around the world. “…the case was eventually dropped due
to technicalities.  Despite vigorous attempts, the Asian team's efforts to bring to life an Indian government investigation 
failed.”-KGBG 118  P-Con fraudsters learned nothing and blamed others for their pathetic incompetence.

- KGBG p745, 
& POA 21:33  

” … for information, testimonies or documents that leads to the rst felony conviction in a court 
of law related to Srila Prabhupada's death including conspiracy to murder"

-KGBG  522

                   (1) Nico Kuyt is the deranged mind that created the P-Con and wrote all 
the propaganda promoting it.  Now he unilaterally appoints himself to be the prosecutor! 

KGBG =  SPTD = Kill Guru Become Guru Srila Prabhupada Triumphant Departure /
POA = ROPP = Poison Objections Answered Reward On Prabupada’s Poisoners / 

 This point alone impeaches all the so-called P-Con forensic evidence!
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None of which relate to P-Con!

Disney Production of Chicken Little 
       Click Here to watch 9:55 minute lesson: http://jagannatha.com/t-com-chicken-little/
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